
May 18th, 1937.

Mr. John N. Hazard,
c/o Amrlcan Consulate,
Ioscow, U.S.S.R.

Dear John:

Your letters Nos.94 and 95 were awaiting me here upon
my return today from Cornell. Also a etter from Henry Ware in
which he said that in February he had sent a letter to "H2.Rummel
of Macy and Company" but had received no reply and that he was
enclosing letters with request that I forward them to that gentleman.
He had the name wrong: it is Beardsley Rural. The letter to me
mndered about eause it was addressed to m "Crane Foundation,
Room 920, 552 Fifth Avenue." Ware should learn to be precise.
Rural won’t enthuse over a letter addressed to him as i. I
have written tare that I ve complied with his request.

Enclosed is the letter addressed to the Passport Office
of the ilitia duly signed and sealed. I have not sent a formal
letter to Oumansky requesting that permi.sslon be granted you to
continue your studies for another year. I s.poke to him about the
subject and he promised to write Moscow endorsing the request.
Thursday or Iday of this week i expect to see him in ’ashington
and will at that time hand him a formal ritten request.

Until reading your No.95 1 hadn’t realized the extent of
the non-le subjects included in the State Examinations. Under
the circmstances, of course, there would be no point in your under-
taking them. Don’t harbor any resets for we are all interested not
in the passing enations but in your acquisition of a knowledge of
the law. Would you be wermltted to take such of the subjects as you
hve covered?

No word as yet has been received here as to whether or not
ay wll be petted to take up the study of statlstles

If you will need money for your return trip expenses please
let us know fairly promptly.

Cordial greetings,

WS/fc
encls.



As Di...rector of the Institute of Current World

Affairs, I beg you to grant to John Hazard an exit visa

to permit him to return to the United States of America.

Citlz,en Hazard as.n-sw completed the studies of

law for which this Institute sent him to the Soviet

Union, and is now to return to New York to begin his

work as a specialist on Soviet law.

ay I take this opportunity to extend to your

Otdel the appreciation of the Trustees of"thelngtitute

of Current World Affairs for the cooperation he has

received in being permitted to continue this study over

a period of three and one half years..We,-truSt tat in

Very sincerely yours
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OScow USSR
.May 19,1937

Dear Iro Rogers

!any nveities of the Stalin Constitution
have already found eflectiom in our daily life. Not the
least of these is the effect had by Art. 71- ,providing
for the addressing of questions to members of the Govern-
ment. This innovation in Soviet Constitutional law is
already taking the form of questions put to the Comissars
through the medium of the press. It is providing a means
of transition for Commisars and people to the situation
which will exist "vhen the Supreme Council of the Union is
finally elected.

Printing queries for the past month, the
Government paper Izvestiy_a, follows them with answers
at intervals ranging from two to fiftesn days. A review
of subjects involved will serve to answer American questions
as to hat issues are being raised in open discussion.
As the press prints only one or two questions a day there
may well be other problems fr which space is not yet
available.

Here are sme of the questions,arranged
according to Commisariats, and following them are summaries
of the answers:

Cpmisariat f.or __Fr.ein Afa..i._zs.: To Litvinov

On what basis does Japan
continue to fish in Soviet
waters in the Pacific?

The Treaty of Portsmouth granted
Japan these privileges. Some years
ago the S.U. recognized the treaty
s binding. Since then supplementary
agreements have covered the execution
of the privilege the last being a
temporary agreement for one year.

What measures are being Since the S.U. has no diplomatic
taken to discover the crew relations with Franco, the question
of the freighter Komsomol, has been forvarded through Italy, which
lost in Spanish waters? has such relations. The reply assures

that the men are in a rebel prison.

* Art. 71 The Government of the U.SoSoRo or a People’s Commissar
of the U.S.S.R. to whom a question of a member of the Supreme
Soviet of the U/S.SoR. is addressed must give a verbal ri.written
reply in the respective-Chamber within a period not exceeding
three days.



Commissariat of Light Industry: To Lyubimov

What is being done to assure The Industry has been extensively
women good quality silk stock- developed only during the last year.
ings, and why is there such a But even now 8 million pairs were
delay in this field? produced during 15. Production

is being speeded up.

Commissariat of Heavy Industr][- To Mezhlauk

qy is oxygen not used in Not enough oxygen is yet being
non-ferrous meta&lurgy and in produced, but factories are now
the chemical industry for the being equipped, and the order has
intensification of the chem- been issued to meet the demand by
ical process? October let.

C_ommissariat Of Foreign Trade: To Rosenholtz

hy were imports during 1936 Over 70% of the imports were under
from Germany greater than the trade credit made in 1935o
exports to that country? Already purchases have been re-

duced from the 1931 figure of 1
billion marks to 47 million in 1936.

All-Union__Cocil of .Producing Cooperative.s: To Chudov

Why has no change been made The present charter was drawn up
in the model charter in accor- in 1932 and is very much out of date.
dance with the Stalin Const., A Commission is already discussing
since the present charter the redrafting along democratic linms.
allows only workers to be
members?

hy are cooperative funds not These funds belong to each coop.
being used to constrhct new to do with as they please in the
apartment houses? bettering of the living conditions

of the members. So far the funds
have not been used in this direction
but attention should be directed
towards this side of the problem.

Committee on Art of the U.S.S.R.: To Kerzhentsev

qy are there no new Soviet plays
being produced during the present
season, which has been outstanding
solely because of revivals?

(As yet no time for an
answer. )

P.S. With this letter -I ,coneludethe season of letter-writing,as
time will b,e,too short before.,I, c0me in on Juue, 28th on the
Normandie to send more. It is w+/-th the greatest expectation that I
look forward to seeing old friends again, and so until July!

JNH.



97 Personal

I have received word that Mr. Crane will be in on
the 22nd with his group. He is most inter.sted in
matters of Central Asia, and all of us are doing our
best to get him the contacts he wishes. It is not a
subject on which information is readily obtainable,
and I trust that he is not going to be disappointed.

In my conversation with r. Neyman the other day,
he seemed to have heard nothing from M. Oumansky about
the sending of other students or extending my studies
for a fourth year. He showed grsat interest, but could
give no opinions due to the need to exaine the situation
further. In all probability the question will hang on
until the summer, even for me, but we shall see.

I have been using this time to try and push along
with such chapters of my work as are not to be changed
by the publication of the new codes. It has been a godsend
to have a little bit freer day to do some of the work in
which I have been falling behind, as well as work harder
on this language. In order to get a little bit earlier
start on the summer to be able to return inmtime for
Sptember, I hawe booked on the Normandie landing on
June 28th. I shall spend three days in Paris seeing the
Exposition, which is apparently not to be missed. Please
don’t try to come dowq to the pier, as that is a torture
on hot summer days, expecially when there are the inevitable
delays, if I get in early enough I shall drop dowq to the
office. If not on tim, I shall be in the next morning.
In any event I shall be staying at D.E.Austen’s, 333 East
68th, as before, and you can leave a mes:age there should you
have one which demanded imediate attention.

This has een a great year, and I am very anxious to
have some,longalks about it and the future, for I have
much to tell you- about work over here for us students. e
are going to have a good chai, I can assure you, so prepare
yourself for some good sessions, and bring in the new men
if you can round them up.

Please forard no rail from NY after June Ist, but
hold it until I call for it. !iy gre.tings to the office, and
until June--



INSTITUTE OF CURRENT WORLD AFFAIRS
522 FIFTH AVENUE
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Ioscow,USSR.,
June I ].937.

Dear r. Rogers ;

These have been busy days, but now only
Joe Bradley and Mrs.Hapgood remain. .ir. Crane and John
have gone on to other countries, and wTe sink back into
relative quiet again. Mr. Crane seemed extre}ely well,
and reminisced interestingly about his previous trips.
I enclose the photograh and interview from the oscow
Daily News, for I am sure that you will be interested.

y visa for the return has been granted,
on the basis of a letter explaining in detail the problems
of the study of law in this particular period and the
necessity of continuing this study until definite theories
are published to which we may cling with assurance. I am
glad that I have been given the opportunity to continue,for
my understanding has been so shaken by recent events, that
I could not have the self-confidence I would need if !
were to stop now.

Joe Bradley will be returning with e on
the Normandie. I shall take hi around Pars and the
Exposition for three days before sailing, and we shall both
be in on the Normandie, June 28th. He is anxious to cah the
entury that afternoon, as he must be in ladison the next day.
All this means that I leave here June 15th or !th, and will
be in Paris shortly after. You ay reach ]e at the American
Express if you need to cable.

o far nothing is yet definite about May but
! shall keep after the subject and hope to get a definite
answer before I leave. I shall cable you in that event. ! cannot
now tell what the decision ]ay be, as there is great divergence in
the manner in which cases are now being handled..

Again good wishes until I come in, and may
everything turn out as you have hoped.

Greetings,

JNH
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AFFIDAVIT

This is given to John Hazard in testimony of the feet
that he, having been a special student at the Moscew Yuridlcal
Institute named for P. I. Stuchka, from September 1935, has
heard and taken examinations in the follcing subjects:

i. Civil Law good
2. Criminal Law excellent
3. Civll Procedure excellent
4. Criminal Procedure good
5. Housing law satisfactory
6. Family- marriage law excellent
7. Internatlonal law. excellent
8. Judicial Institutions excellent

Director pro tem- Prof. KoJhevnikov (sgd)
Ass’t. Chief of the Curricular Div. -Paniotov

(Institute Seal)



Charge to the account of_ TNSTITbE 0F CURRv- VORLD .;FF.ziRS-52 Fii’th Lye.
JOLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

OoMEsTiC. C,
TELEGRAM FULL RATE

DAY LETTER DEFERRED

NIGHT NIGHT
MESSAGE LETTER,

IGHT SHIP I’
LETTER RADIOGRAMJ

Patrons should check class of servic
desired; otherwise message will be

transmitted full-rate /
/ communication. (

WESTE"RN
UNION

R. B. WHITE NEWCOMB CARLTON J.C. WILLEVRR
VICE-PRESIDENT

Send tefollomng message, ul,ject to tle ferm on l,ack. lereof wlich are l,erel,y agreed to

I228A

CHECK

ACCT’G INFMN.

TIME FILEDL

Nr, C. 0umansky
Embassy U.S,S.R,
:aahlngton, D C,

June 11,1937

Have need Hazards .uscript entitlsd Soviet Judicial

Organs and talln-Constitutlon. ssnt you ;:ay fourth Please

let me have, it soon

?alter co Rogers

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE.



ALL, MESSAGES TAKEN EY THBS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE: FOLLOWING TERMS:
To guard against mistakes delays, the sender of message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this;one-half the unrepeated message rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated its face, this is unrepeated message and paid for as such, in considerationwhereof it is agreed between the sender of the message and this company follows:
1. The company shall not be liable for mistakes delays in the transmission deIfvery, for non-delivery, of any message received for transmisibn at thepeated-message rate beyond the of five hundred dollars; for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery,, of any message received fortransmission at the repeated-message rate beyond the of-five thousand dollars, unless specially valued; in any for delays arising from unavoidable interrup-tion in the working of its lines; for in cipher obscure messages.
2. In any event the company shall not be liable for damages for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for the non-delivery, of any message, whethercaused by the negligence of its servants otherwise, beyond the of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is ,deemed to be valued, unless greatervalue is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-message rat;e is paid agreed to be paid,and additional charge equal to one-tenth of percent of the amounJy which such valuation shall exceed five thousand dollars.
3. The company is hereby made the agen of the sender, withou+.:"liabitity, to forward this message the lines of any other company when necessary to reachits destination.
4. Domestic messages and incoming cable messages vill be delivered free within one-half mile of the company’s office in towns of 5,000 population less,and within mile of such once iu other cities towns. Beyond theselimits the company does not undertake to make delivSry, but will, without liability, at theder’s request, his agent and at his expense, endeavor to contract for him for such delivery at reasonable price.
5. No responsibility attaches to this company concerning messages until the accepted at of its transmitting offices; and if message is sent to suchoffice by of the company’s messengers, he acts for that. purpose the agent of the sender.
6. The company will not be liable.for damages statutory penalties in any where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after the message.

is filed with the company for transmissioh.
7. It is agreed that in any action by the company to the tolls for any message messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thereof shall bepresumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.
8. Special terms governing the transmission of messages according to their classes, enume.:,_’d below, shall apply to messages in each of such respective classesin addition to all the foregoing terms.
9. No employee of the company is authorized to vary the foregoing. THE WESTENN UN ION TELEGF’APH GON]PANY

B, E, WHITE, PREIDEN’T

TELEGAi;
A full-rate expedited service.

Accepted uD to 2:00 at reduced rates to be sent during the night and deliv-
ered notsearlier than the morning of the ensuing business day.
NigHt Messages may at the option of the Telegraph Company be Inailed at des-

tination to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged
its ob!igation in such with respect to delivery by mailing such night nlessages
at destination, postage prepaid.

DAY LE’rER$
A deferred day service aI: rates lower than the standard teIegram rates fol-

lows: One and one,half times the standard night letter rate for the transmission
of 50 words less and one-fifth of the initial rates for each additional 10 words

less.
SPECIAL TERMS

In further consideration of the reduced rate for this special Day Letter service,
the following spccia! terms in addition to those enumerated above, hereby
agreed to:

Day Letters may be forwarded by the Telegraph Company deferred
service and the transmission and delivery of such Day Letters is, in all respects,
subordinate to the priority of transmission and delivery of regular telegrams.

B. This Day Letter is received subject, to the express understanding and agree-
ment that the Company does not undertake that Day Letter shall be delivered

the day of its date absolutely, and at all events; but that the Company’s obliga-
tion in this respect is subject to the condition that there shall remain sufficient
time for the transmission and delivery of such Day Letter the day of its date
during regular office hours, subject to the priority of the transmission of regular
telegrams under the conditions named above.

NiHT LETTE-N;
Accepted up to 2:00 A. for delivery the morning of the ensuing business

day, at rates still lower than standard night message rates, follows: The stand-
ard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged for: the transm.ission of 50 words

less, and one-fifth of such standard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged
for each additional 10 xvords less.

SPECIAL APPLYING LETTERS:
In further consideration of the reduced rates for this special Night Letter

ice, the following special terms in addition to those enmnerated above hereby
agreed

Night Letters may at the option of the Telegraph Company be nailed at desti-
nation to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged
its obligation in such with respect to delivery by mailing such Night Letters
at destination, postage prepaid.

FULL RATE CABLE
-An expedited service throughout. Code anguage permitted

DEFENNEE) HALFoNATE CABLES
Half-rate messages subject to being deferred in favor of full rate messages for

not exceeding 24 hours. Must be written in plain language.

CABLE NGHT LETTENS
An overnight service for plain language communications, at one-third the full

rate, less. Minimum of 25 words charged for. Subject to delivery at the
ience of the Company within 24 hours.

SNIP FADOGRAS
A service to and from ships at sea, in all parts of the world. P!ain language code

language may be used.



Charge to the account of.

.LASS OFSERVICE D ESIREL
FULL-RATE

HALF.RATE DEFERRED

NIGHT LETTER

SHIP RADIOGRAM

Patrons should check class of.ce desired; otherwise the cable-
will be transmitted

_
at full rat,es__

INSTITUPE OF CURE iO &FFAIRS -522 Fifth ,Ave,

WESqq RN tYNION
.-,CABLEGRAM

NEWCOMB CARLTON WILLEVIER

1256

CHECK

ACCT’G NFM N.

TIME FILED

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which hereby agreed to

OULTE
osco (usr)

AFTE EDNESDAY GEORGE AN0NI OXFORD CARGE CLUB L01DON
GREETINGS

ROGERS

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
To guard against mistakes delays the sender of cable message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for

comparison. For this, one-half the unrcpeated cable message rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated its face this is unrepeated
cable message and paid for such, in consideration whereof it is agreed between the sender of the message and this Company follows:

1. The Company shall not be liable for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery, of any message received for transmis-
sion at the unrepeated-message rate beyond the of five ht.red dollars; for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery,
of any message received for transmission at the repeated-me,": -( rate beyond the of five thousand dollars, unless specially valued; in any
for delays arising from unavoidable interruption in the workin its lines; for in cipher obscure messages.

2. In any event the Company shall not be liable for damages for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for the non-delivery, of any
message, whether caused by the negligence of its servants otherwise, beyond the of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is deemed
to be.valued, unless greater value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message is tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-
message rate is paid agreed to be paid, and additional charge equal to one-tenth of per cent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed
five thousand dollars.

3. The Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this message the lines of any other company when
necessary to reach its destination.

4. No responsibility attaches to this Company concerning messages until the accepted at of its transmitting offices; and if message
is sent to such office by of the Company’s messengers, he acts for that purpose the agent of the sender.

5. The Company will not be liable for damages statutory penalties in any where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after
the message is filed with the Company for transmission.

6. It is agreed that in any action by the Company to the tolls for any message messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery
thereof shall be presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.

7. Special terms governing the transmission of messages under the classes of messages enumerated below shall apply to messages in each of such
respective classes in addition to all the foregoing terms.

8. No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing. THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
R. B, WHITE, PRESIDENT

CLASSES OF CABLE SERVICE

FULL RATE

An expedited service throughout. Code language per-

mitted.,

DEFERRED HALF-RATE

Half-rate messages are subject to being deferred in favor of
full rate messages for not exceeding 24 hours. Must be written

in plain language.

CABLE NIGHT LETTERS

An overnight service for plain language communications, at
one-third the full rate, or less. Minimum of 25 words charged
for. Subject to delivery at the convenience of the Company
within 24 hours.

SHIP RADIOGRAMS

A service to and from ships at sea, in all parts of the world.
Plain language or code language may be used.
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The Director and Trustees
Institute of Current World Affairs

Gentlemen:

I enclose herewith my third annual report covering
my studies in the Soviet Union from September 1936 to June
197.

For the purpose of continuity I have repeated in
sumnmry form the work carried out over the past three years,
which was the original period of my appointment.

Details in the section devoted to future plans
and to the Soviet Union today will serve to explain n
desire to continue for a fourth year in the field.

SS Normandie
une 27, 197,

Respectfully submitted,



Russian guage

Vhereas in the early stages the Russian language was approached
primarily as a tool necessary for the study of Soviet law, the past year
has been deoted to enlarging my comprehension of the language as a whole.
This has bee approached through exensive reading of Russian classics and
attendance at classical plays.

Pressure of legal study even now has required the devotion of
much time to the study of legal terminology. To meet this need lessons
were taken twice each Russian six-day week for two academic hours each
session, making a total of twenty academic hours each month. The sole
interruption occurred during my two-week visit to Leningrad in January.
With that exception study was carried on without interruption from August
29th, 193 to June llth, 1937.

Work was divided into three fields: (I) grammar and composition;
(2) reading of literature; and (3) declamation in Russian on legal subjects
listed in the programs of the Moscow Juridical Imstitute.

During the first part of the school year reading was selected
from collections of Russian literature used in the high schools,selections
being read from Shedrin, Chekov, Tolstoy, and Dostoyevsky. Later the read-
ing of Turgenev’s .N,,akanune was undertaken and nearly finished. Turgenev
was hosen in view of the fact that in Soviet circles he is considered as
the greatest aster of Russian prose style.

Emphasis in grammar was placed upon the irregularities and
exceptions to the rules. Preliminary work in the preceding two years
had very nearly covered the fundamental regular rules. The greatest
single problem now remaining is the remembering of genders of ords end-
ing in the soft sign and in consequence not declaring their gender in their
termination. Another source of error is in the inability to grasp a feeling
for idiom. It is still too often the case that a phrase is little more than
a translation from the English, and in consequence unintelligible in Russian.

Declamation was the real means by which success was achieved in
the oral examinations of the Institute of Law. My teacher who has had some
training in law was exacting not only as to language but also as to context.
In consequence the real examinations were slightly less frightening than her
preliminary reviews.

One of the most disheartening realizations of the whole three
years of study is that the language still reains unconquered. It has been
possible to become rather fluent and to achieve a certain amount of accuracy
in using a limited vocabulary, but attendance at any play makes it only too
apparent that a full comprehension the Russian vocabulary is still a dream.
Not only is there the trouble with VcaBulary, but there is still the dlffi-
culty with accent. Although students are at times heartening in telling me
that they have seen great progress, my own ear has become so tuned to correct
pronunciation that I am embarrassed by my own mlstaes.



The Law

Work was continued throughout the year at the Moscow Juridical
Institute. This study was centered on the legal subjects needed to com-
plete the program which I had originally set out to cover.

The new decree on work in higher schools called for distribution
of lectures over three of the five school days each week. This meant that
on these three days the curriculum Often called for six hors of lectures.
The other two days were spent in reading the assigned texts and in Russian
language work.

During the fall term ending in January courses were taken in
International Law, Family Law, Housing Law, and Judicial Institutions.The
second term had been laid out according to the printed syllabus to continue
in various specialized fields of law. This plan suffered a complete change
after the abandoning of the theories of E. B. Pashukanis. It became
necessary for the Institute to hurriedly revive several of the basic
courses studied in recent years and reteach them to correct the theories
now found to be counter-revolutionary.

The syllabus was changed and the only wholly new course was
in Financial Law, the retaining being reviews in Constitutional law,
Criminal Law, Civil law, and Civil Procedure. Even this repetition was
not wholly satisfactory, due to the fact that those professors who had
survived the cleanup did not themselves know what to teach. Most of the
former text books wre withdrawn from circulation, and references were
made to pro-revolutionary texts, and texts published right after the
revolution and wholly out of date. Matters reached such a state that
students wrote to Pravda expressing their confusion, and this central
party organ which serves as the chief newspaper for the whole country
demanded that the Commissariat of Justice take action.

A change was forthcoming. Its first manifestation appeared
in the withdrawal of Professor Gregory Amflteatrov as chief of the curricular
division of the Institute. Some weeks later his place was filled by Professor
KoJhevnlkov, who had held the same position two years previously but who had
been in Persia in the Legation since that time.

Criticism of the Institute continued, although no account
was taken of the fact that the error lay not with the administration but
with the confusion underlying all Soviet law. By the end of May the
Director himself, Professor Sakach, was withdrawn by a curt order of the
Commissariat of Justice stating that he had been inefficient. Nothing was
said as to his political position. He had taken every precaution to protect
that by installing a loud speaker in his office through which he could follow
every important lecture given in the great hall and check on political errors
which might be included.

The attack on "Trotskyites" which had been gaining momentum
throughout the Union extended even into the Institute. In addition to the
withdrawal of Pashukanis there also disappeared Professor Dotsenko who had
taught the basic course in the theory of Soviet Law, and Professor Ettinghof,
who had taught an equally basic course in the history of the Communist party.



.

For some time I had hoped to be able to take the government
examinations in addition to the regular examinations of the Institute. This
additional privilege was denied me on the ground that the law creating the
examinations required all candidates to qualify by passing all examinations
given by the Institute in all subjects during the four years of the course.
My study had covered only two full years with a preliminary period of half
a year when the language was too sketchy to permit me to take even the Insti-
tute examinations. My disappointment in not being able to take the government
examinations was in part assuaged by the Director’s promise that I should receive
a certificate to the effect that I had attended the school and passed the exami-
nations which I had taken. This certificate was given me later after the
Director,s withdrawal, and in itself represents quite what I had hoped to get
to qalify me as a specialist before an American Court. It reads as follows:

AFFIDAVIT

This is given to John Hazard in testimony of the fact that he,
having been a special student at the Moscow Juridical Institute
named for P. I. Stuchkm, from September 1935, has heard and taken
examinations in the following subjects:

I. Civil Law
2. Criminal Law
3. Civil Procedure
4. Criminal Procedure
5. Housing Law
6. Family-Marriage Law
7. International Law
8, Judicial Institutions

Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

june i0,1937 Director pro tom -Prof.Kojhevmikov
s’t.Chief of the Curricular Div.-
Paniotov

Foreign Worker,s Club

Regular sessions of the English language seminar in the history
of the Communist Party were attended throughout the year for five times each
month. Progress was slow but thorough from the 1905 Revolution to the NEP
period.

The class continued, as before, to emphasize not only historical
data, but to explain theory underlying each step. It also dealt with the errors
of all theoretical deviationists. During the past year this phase of the work
has been of major importance, due to the very wide attack along the "theoretical
front" as it is termed in party language. Without this study the understanding
of the events of the past winter would hae been extremely difficult.

No small benefit is to be found in the opportunity to speak in
one’s own language before a group. It is an art which is too easily lost and
not so easily regained.



5.

Leters and_ Monogrphs

News letters were dispatched about three times each month,
covering any field which happened to be drawing attention at the
moment. No attempt was made to make these scientific in view of the
fact that they go to such a varied audience. Effort was made to strike
all sorts of different subjects in the hope of giving material which
might be interesting to all. Letters in response to these news letters
indicated that the non-legal letters were best received by the majority
of people. One .amusing fact to be noted was that no letter ever was
favored by two people, but each praised a wholly different type of
treatunent.

In addition to the letters some legal monographs were prepared.
It was originally the idea to prepare these every month, but it soon
became clear that to do them well required much more work than would
have been possible each month. In consequence they were prepared when
it seemed possible and when the material was at hand. One was mailed
in the fall treating legal education in the Soviet Union and called
"Moscow’s Law Institute". In shortened form it has been accepted by
the American Bar Association Journal and may appear some time during
the year.

The Columbia Law Review published in December a study entitled
"Soviet Law- An Introduction". In the short form necessary for a
periodical there was no pessibility of giving a complete picture. As it
happened the article was published none too soon. It had relied on
theories taught in the Law Institute during the past two years, and most
of the citations were made to works of E. B.ashukanis0 With the repudi-
ation of his theories and the withdrawal of his books, which took place
in January, the article became in part historical.

In connection with the arrest of Pashukanis a memorandum was
prepared for Ambassador Davies setting forth the problems involved as
they had been disclosed in lectures at the law Institute. A copy of
this was sent to New York and has been distributed. It was of necessity
little more than a preliminary statement, as nothing final can yet be
written.

Another longer memorandum was delivered to the Ambassador
treating the effect the new Stalin Constitution would probably have
upon legal institutions within the Soviet Union. Under the title
"Soviet Judicial Institutions and the Stalin Constitution" it was also
sent to New York with a notation to hold until further events might show
that the prognostications were not erroneous.

The Georgetown law Journal wrote and asked for a paper. One
was prepared on Soviet Housing Law and forwarded to Washington. At the
same time a copy was given the Embassy since it dealt with material they
were anxious to have.

Other monographs are in process of preparation, although their
completion has been held up by the uncertainty now surrounding Soviet law.
Work will be resumed when the confusion is resolved.



Opportunities for practice were unately few. On some
questions of fatally law and arbitration the Economic-Legal Section of
the Embassy asked advice. Close cooperation was maintained with the
section so that every benefit might be accrued to both of us by a
sharing of information on law.

The International Business Machines Corporation through their
Moscow representative asked for legal advice on several matters involv-
ing both American and Soviet law. At their request a preliminary memo-
randum was prepared for them on Soviet Patent Law.

Several members of the American colony sought advice in writing
wills, on inheritance matters, and on citizenship and nationality cases.

All legal services were performed without charge in keeping with
the original agreement with the Institute. Their great value in making
the study concrete far outweighed the amount of time necessary to prepare
the advice.

Travel

.During the winter vacation of ten days the opportunity was seized
to make a trip to Leningrad It being out of season the Intourist
services rendered were most complete. In addition the presence of a good
American friend employed as a research specialist in the city made it
possible to see the whole picture with intelligent eyes.

An automobile trip was also taken to the city of Kalinin, some
180 miles from Moscow, noted for little except that it is a typical
provincial Russian town. The drive, going as it did through the terri-
tory of the Moscow-Volga Canal also provided first-hand contact wth
penal labor camps.

One geat.,regret is that the trip across Siberia was not a possi-
bility this season due to the fact that a fourth year was decided upon.
It is my greatest hope that next year when the work is completed that the
return may be made through the Siberian taiga so that my picture of the
Union may be more or less complete.

P_hilosoPh

To fill the gap in my understanding of dialectic materialism, an
English engineer was invited to come in each week and lead an informal
discussion group in dialectic materialism. The group was essentially
elementary and served to do little more than emphasize the need of taking
a regular school course in the subject next year.

The group filled a need in providing a place where one could openly
discuss problems of philosophy without being subjected to the wilting comment
that an idea presented was a Trotskyism. As often happens with such groups
some sessions proved little but others proved of great value. It must be
remnbered that Pashukanis was most severaly criticized because he did not
understand dialectic materialism. Its importance to the lawyer is obvious
if one cannot be considered capable of understanding the law until principles
of philosophy have been grasped



A Fourth Year

No one could be more anxious than I to finish the study and begin
practical work. All effort has been directed to completing the work this
June which marks the end of the original three year assignment. Completion
might have been almost accomplished, had it not been for the bombshell
dropped into the subject of Soviet law in January of this year.

Most of the legal text books, and many of the lectures in the law
Institute were either written or given by E. B. Pashukanis and his assist-
ants. His theories formed the basis for my expos of Soviet Law printed in
the Columbia Law Review. No one thought to question them even as late as
last October, but in November with the new Constitution almost a reality,
some of them appeared out of keeping with the new order. The result was
an attack on his theories, an attack which was later levelled directly at
him as an enemy of the people. We do not yet know just what Pashukanis’
offense was. We do not know whether he actually took part in intriguing
with groups desirous of overthrowing Stalin’s government. We know only
that he has disappeared and is now denounced, and articles in Pravda discuss
the errors he has made. These errors hve formed the subject of a paper
already distributed by the Institute, and they need not be rehearsed here.

The result of this attack has been a complete reversal of teach-
ing practices in the Law Institute. To date the extent of the change is not
known, even to the professors, who themselves admit that they are still groping
in the dark. They have contented themselves with exposing the errors of
Pashukanis, errors which are now clear to any one who sees what type of a
state is necessary in view of the capitalist encirclement of which Stalin
has continually warned. But the pointing out of errors has not yet progress-
ed to the substitution of new ideas. No one yet feels that he Is willing to
risk an idea which itself may prove to be erroneous as Soviet life advances.
In consequence any student of Soviet law is now placed in the unenviable
position of not knowing what are the theories of today and also not knowing
what changes may come in the law with the abandoning of principles long
favored by Pashukanis.

It is obvious in the face of this great change in Soviet Law
that no study can stop at the moment of transition from the old to the
new. Lectures must be attended, as books will lag by some two or three
years, and these lectures are to be heard only in Moscow. It means that
study must be continued for yet a few months abroad to catch hints as to
what the future course of Soviet law may be.

It is my proposal to return to moscow for the Fall term of the
Law Institute which runs until December 18th. During this term courses in
the heory of Soviet law will be retaken and some few subjects previously
omitted due to lack of time will be studied. An effort will be made to en-
large philosophical and economic knowledge, for without these so much of
Soviet law loses association with the situations for which it has been
developed.

With this newly garnered information in hand I propose to return
to the United States in time to begin work on my report on Soviet Law with
the first of the new year. I have been convinced by the past year that the
preparation of such a report would be most difficult without the assistance
of criticism of some professor in comparative law. To work in Moscow with-
out expert guidance would be to waste much valuable time and might cause the
mistakes which are too easy for a person writlng without suprvi sion.



With this in mind it is my intention of taking up residence at
some American University beginning with January let and working upon the
report as a thesis for which a Doctor’s degree might be given. With nine
months of intensive work it seems probable that the work could be prepared
and some rounding out courses also taken in Comparative Law in general and
in 2urisprudence. When the thesis is finished there might be a possibility
of returning to the Soviet Union for a few months to check it with Soviet
authorities, and then publication could follow.

It is my hope that the Trustees will see fit to grant this
request to study in America so that the Institute may be assured of the
most scholarly report definitely capitalizing upon the three and one half
years of study within the Soviet Union.

As to what should follow after the completion of this work,
I shall not here go into detail. Suffice it to say that I should like
tho opportunity of combining practice with some work teaching comparative
law if this could be arranged.



SAARY OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED
AND WORK TO BE DONE

Accomplished

Classes attended at Moscow Law Institute from February 7, 1935 to
June i, 1937

Examinations passed in the following courses:
Civil law
Criminal Law
Civil Procedure
Criminal Procedure
Housimg Law
Family-Marriage Law
Judiclal Structure
International Law

Courses attended but no examinations taken (none given)
History of the State and Law- from Feudalism to Imperialism
Introduction to Soviet Law-Theory of Soviet State and Law
Financial law
Public and Constitutional law
labor Law
Land Law- first half only

Surveys Prepared
Soviet Law an Introduction published
Usage of City Land Under Soviet Law (Housing Law) to be published
Family Law- Marriage and Divorce to be publishe

Idem The Child
Criminai Procedure
Yudicial Structure
Constitutional and Public Law (half completed)
Moscow’s Law Institute (Legal Education in the Soviet Union)

to be published

Class attended at Foreign Worker’s Club
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from 1848

to the New Economic Policy- TWo years

To be done

Courses to be taken or repeated:
Introduction to Soviet Law- Theory of the Soviet State and

Law correcting Pashukanis
Land- Kolkh0z Law to be completed
Dialectic Materialism
Political Economy
Administrative law
Special Seminar in Civil law

Prepare complete treatise on Soviet Law



The Soviet Union After the Stalin
Constitution

On December 5,1936 when the Stalin Constitution was ratified,
few foreign observers really believed that it was to bring a great
change in the method formerly used to administer "Soviet democracy".
All foreigners including those who were very favorable to the Soviet
system used to smile when any talk centered upon democracy as meaning
secret ballots and unsupervised elections. Friends said these elements
were not essential to democracy. They went further and said that in
reality these elements were not even an index of democracy, for true
democracy was not to be judged by the forms, but rather by the interests
which it served. The greatest democracy was that government which served
the interests of the majority, and the mere right to express a will secret-
ly could not amount to democracy when subtle economic forces prevented
this will from being effective.

The proponents of this conception of democracy would end by
saying that it was worth while to sacrifice freedom of expression for
well-being, and that they would rather have a home and food and education
than all the freedom of the ballot box in the world.

any writers,who found democracy in the Soviet Union, believed
that the Soviet government was a truly worker’s government and as such
knew what was best for the interests of the workers. The fact that this
mass of the people may not have fully understood its best interests and
that the residue hanging over from the previous regime had no represent-
ation at all did not detract from the philosophical argument that in the
Soviet Union the worker was more fully represented than the worker in any
other country. Granting that the workers and the peasantry in any state
frm the majority, it followed that a government in the interests of the
toiling masses was more democratic for the nation than any other govern-
ment in the world.

The proponents of this view did not resort to theory alone to
prove their point they produced statistics showing the Soviet worker in
the mass to be better off economically than workers of other lands in that
he faced no unemployment, enjoyed vacations with pay, had a right to a free
education up to and through the university, and was provided with free
medical care wheu he fell ill.

It was widely understood in Soviet Union that during the transition-
al period following the revolution the toiling masses had to be led, if
progress was to be made, by the enlightened workers and these in the
main contite the membership of the Party. With expanding education and
expanding production showing that the path chosen had really been in the
interest of the toilers, it became time to do what Lenin had long envisaged-
introduce forms which had been associated with democracy. It was time to
initiate the secret ballot and to extend the suffrage to all. No one felt
that there could be any longer a question of reverting to capitalism or
turning away from the goal of communism. Leaders apparently believed that
no worker could wish to vote to go back to the old, which had been demonstrated
by the past eighteen years as outmoded. They felt that the world depression
had more than proved marx to be true. Leaders thought that the sole choice
for the voters could be between alternative candidates all committed to the
same general line although differing in their abilities to carry out the
program.



Fully believing, apparently, that the time had come for
broadening the base of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the leaders
presented the draft of the new Constitution. It was to be followed by
country-wide discussions. These in fact took place and many suggestions
were published. The way in which these ideas Were treated did not surprise
any one who looked to Stalin as the most enlightened leader sf all. Any
other approach would have been a surprise. At the first session of the
Constitutional Congress Stalin simply and quietly suggested which of the
amendments he believed should be adopted and which should be discarded.
The rest of the ten days of the convention was left for reports of Com-
missars and workers telling how they had been carrying on their work.

Foreign correspondents took all this to mean that the
Constitution was to be little more than another document. In consequence
every one began to be srprised as Pravda reported that men had been
removed from their posts because people had complained bitterly about
lack of efficiency and bureaucracy. Here was something which had rarely
happened before, and it was heralded as evidence of the new order.

This step advanced even further with the publication of
the speeches made before the Plenum of the Party in February. Here
Zhdanov, Party Secretary for Leningrad, and Stalin outlined new rules
for the elections within Party, Komsomol, Trade Union and other organs.
This was of significance as it meant that these organs to which the sole
right of nomination of candidates for election had been given by the
Constitution were to choose their nominees by secret ballot. Many a
sceptie now capitulated, for here was new evidence that the new democracy
was really to come and be real.

The results of the first Trade Union elections under this
system brought consternation to Pravda. Whole governing boards of various
Trade Unions were ousted in the secret elections, and Party Secretaries fell
by the way in many a Party cell.

Pravda’s attitude implied that in many cases officials were
ousted who ought in the opinion of party leaders to have been retained for
the welfare of the mass of the people. Seemingly from the official point
of view the question arose as to whether democracy had been too abruptly
and widely introduced.

The wave of change swept on, until every one as beginning
to ask where it would end, and hostile elements in the population were
having many a good laugh. Talk even circulated to the effect that the
priests were organizing for an election campaign, and it must have been
believed, for the head of the Komsomols wrote an article in Pravda calling
upon the Komsomols to be on their guard.

Coincident with this broadening of the electoral machinery
the spy scare began to spread. The trial of Radek, Sokolnikov, and Piatikov
in January brought out facts allegedly showing that foreign governments were
interfering i the affairs of the Soviet Union. Stalin made this clearer
when he asked everyone to be on his guard, and emphasized the fact that the
capitalist encirclement, of which he had often spoken before, was even more
dangerous today n that fascist powers were preparing for a new war. He
pointed out that spies were everywhere in the Soviet Union, and particularly
in very high positions of responsibility.



At first this scare centered pom the foreigners. There was the
change in the chiefs of the G.P.U. from Yagoda, who was arrested for sub-
versive activities, to Ezhov who was apparently determined to clean all
halls of doubtful foreigners, some of whom had been agents of Yagoda. Man
after man was given an exit visa when his permit de s@Jour came up for
renewal. Some were even called in before their permit expired. One
American who had been granted a return visa in March was told that he must
leave again even though he had a Russian wife and child and had been heartily
recommended by the place where he worked. This went on in every field, until
it became almost a matter for joking when a person was not molested. The
rumor went about that only persons who worked in the Union under contracts
made abroad, or as diplomatic or press representatives could stay. No one
knew what would be the lot of the student who had come for a long period.
Later events showed that the line here seemed to be drawn between those
who came under a definite arrangement for study and those who had come
for a short time and stayed on for a period of years. No one yet knows
whether new students may enter.

All revolutionists teach that a people may cry in the wilderness
indefinitely but no one need fear as long as the army supports the status
uo. Everyone who knows Russia knows that the Russians like to grumble
about any situation in which they may be. In consequence few people paid
any real attention to the grumbllngs circulating about the city or coming
in from the country. They seemed chronic and harmless since Russians rare-
ly get up and act. The fidelity of the entire army to the government was
taken for granted.

By May rumors came that the morale of the army was breaking.
They seemed incredible at first, but in June the official report came that
Tukhachevsky and seven others, including the commanders of the Leningrad
and Moscow military districts and the chief of the division of military
preparedness among the population were to be tried as traitors. The next
day’s paper announced their sentence and that they had all been shot. It
was generally assumed that these men were not without follers.

Even after this blow many of us foreigners living in Moscow
did not feel that the Stalin government was due to fall. It has long
been firmly intrenched, but should Stalin die, one could hardly foretell
what would follow. Those who have lived and worked with the young Russians
know their enthusiasm and their belief that their system is best. They are
not likely to permit a return to any other, unless war so enfeebles the
country that the return is forced upon the people by a viCtorious power,
either working alone or with the assistance of disaffected elements who
could be set up as a puppet government.

It stands to reason that the Stalin government is not going
to take any chances with hostile elements, and by hypothesis, a foreigner,
even an American, falls within this classification until he has proved him-
self individually. It is for this reason that the opportunities for study
in the Soviet Union would seem to be diminishing at the moment, but once the
crisis is passed successfully, there is no reason to believe that the liberal
policy of the past will not be resumed.

Written on June 26,1937.



CU2RICULUM FOR INSTITUTES OF IAW
Approved May 21, 1937

Course

A.

Hors Semesters

Total Lecture, Practice i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

General Cyclj?
l@Polit ical Economy
2.Dialect ical Mater.

&Histo. of Phil.
3.Leninism
4. History of VEPb
5.Principles of

accounting
6.Foreign Language
7.Latin
8.Gymnasti cs
9.Military Science

239 239 88 88 63

128 128
88 88
88 88

44 84

44 22 22 44
336 336 88 88 42 44 44 30
154 154 88 66
248 248 44 44 42 44 44 30
132 132 66 66

TOTALS 1457 565 892 462 396 231 176 132 60

B. Specialized_ Cycle

10.Theory of State and
Law 132 88 44

ll.Hist.of St @alaw 132 88 44
12.1den of Peoples of

USSR 126 86 40
iS,Public Law of

bogeois states 8 84
14.Sovlet Public Lw 88 88
lS.Soviet Admin. Lew 84 84
16.Civil Law 331 196 135
17.Crlminal Law 287 152 138
18. Judicial Structure 88 88
19.Labor Law 94 4 47
20.Land-Kolkhoz Law 94 47 47
l.Civil Procedure i18 59 59
22.Criminal Proc. 118 59 9
23.International Law 96 96
24.Fimanclal Law 44 44
25.Criminology 138 60 78
6.Court Medlcine 36 38
27 .Court Psychiatry 36 36

126

88
84

84
132 88 60 51
88 88 60 51
88

88
88

44

60
60
30
30

102

96

36
36
36

28.Legal Statistics 44 44

TOTALS 2170 1482 688 i8 20 294 352.396 300 272 204

Field Practice 360 210 150

GRAND TOTAL 3987 2047 1580 594 616 525 528 528 570 422 204

Notes:
"Practice" means seminars or recitation sessions in small groups
Field PraCtice means work as a clerk in court, prosecutor’s office, or legal

department of state trust
Two semesters fill each year, beginning Sept. let and Feb. 7th. They are

numbered in chronological order from 1 to 8
Examinations come only at the end of the complete course. Government Examinations

are given at the end of the four years.



Group Collected at Roundtable at Prof. Samuel H.rper’s
July 15,1937.

Mr. Walter Lichtenstein of the First National Bank

Barker of Seers Roebuck

Prof. Pitman Potter, Prof. of Internat Law at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes
Internationales of Geneva Switzerland

Prof. Henry Schultz, Prof. of Economics, U. of Chicago

rof. Louis Gotschalk, Prof. of History, U. of Chicago

Prof. Max Rheinstein, Prof. of Comparative Law, U of Chicago

Prof. alcolm P.Sharp, Prof of Law, U. of Chicago

Mr. Thomas Randolph Hall, Fellow of the Socia! Science Research Council

Mr. William B.Ballas, Instructor in International Law, U. of Chicago.

met at lunch on following day

Prof. Leonard D.White, lrof, of Public Adminustration, U. of Chicago

Prof. Harry A.Gideonse, U. of Chicago


